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In 1898 a Light Railway Order was granted for the construction of a railway between
Beverley and North Frodingham (the North Holderness Light Railway) in the East
Riding of Yorkshire. The North Eastern Railway (NER) immediately acquired the
responsibility for the construction and the passing of their Act of 1899 made them
liable for the completion of the line within five years. As time dragged on, the cost of
building the railway began to rise and finally it was decided to abandon the project,
much to the dismay of the locals. As a result a tramway was proposed instead, but the
costs of constructing a tramway were almost as high as constructing the railway, so a
bus service was suggested as an alternative. The Railway Company finally decided on
the latter option and an order for three omnibuses was placed with the Stirling Motor
Construction Company of Edinburgh to be delivered by 15th June 1903. In the event
they did not arrive until August, delaying the start of what would have been the first
regular railway motor bus service in the country, allowing the Great Western Railway
to claim the honour!

After trials the buses were placed into service on the 7th September 1903 between
Beverley, Leven, Brandesburton, North Frodingham and Beeford, operating from a
garage in Mill Lane, Beverley. They were liveried in crimson lake and lined out in black.
Unfortunately, due to the state of the roads at the time and frequent mechanical
failures, the service became very unreliable and as a result the Traffic Committee
decided that more 'robust' vehicles might improve the situation. An order for two
Clarkson steam buses and a German Durkopp was made. The steam buses were
bodied by the Munnion Brothers of Springfield Road, Chelmsford and seated 16, whilst
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the NER themselves constructed the 22-seat body for the Durkopp.

On the 16th May 1904 a service between Beeford and Hornsea was opened, but the
lack of patronage caused the service to be withdrawn after just a few months. A new
route operating between Ripon Station and Ripon Market Place was inaugurated on the
13th August 1904 (officially the 15th) using two of the Stirling buses, with a summer
only extension to Studley Royal. The three newer vehicles were left to operate the
Beverley service, which by now had been extended into Driffield.

In December 1904 the Company ordered five more Durkopp chassis. Three of these
were fitted with NER-built charabanc bodies and used on tours from Bridlington from
1st August 1905.

On the 1st January 1906 a feeder service between Thirsk and the Railway Station was
opened and the Clarksons were transferred there to operate it. On 7th September
1906 one of them was destroyed by fire whilst in service and subsequently scrapped;
the remaining Clarkson was taken out of service but its fate is unknown. The two
Stirling buses were transferred from Ripon and the service resumed.

In April 1906 summer services recommenced and Scarborough was added as a
starting point for tours. Some of the recently purchased Saurer chassis' being fitted
with charabanc bodies, whilst some of the Durkopp buses were also fitted with
charabanc bodies - the ex-Durkopp bodies being transferred to Saurer chassis for bus
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work.

Further route expansion occurred on 2nd January 1907, with the introduction of a
service connecting South Shields with the trams of Sunderland Corporation at Seaside
Lane, Roker.

Tours continued to be a profitable part of the Company's operations and Harrogate
became the next centre to open in July 1907, and on 7th October a new service
between Blyth and Hartford commenced, extended to Shankhouse on 1st July 1909.

Passenger services changed little over the next few years until the summer of 1912
when a new tours centre was opened at Whitby followed by a new service from
Durham to Sacriston on 4th November, the first of many based on the city. 1912 was
also the year that the first and only double-deck bodies appeared on NER vehicles.
Constructed at the York works they seated 35 in the conventional 18/16 layout but
allowed for 1 passenger to be seated beside the driver. They were allocated to South
Shields (who had complained about overcrowding on the single-deck buses in use
there) to be fitted to Durkopp chassis.

On 1st September 1913 a new route from Durham to Meadowfield and on to Brandon
Colliery was established, although the section to Brandon Colliery was soon dropped.
In October a further route connecting Durham with Coxhoe commenced, extended to
West Cornforth on 20th December and then to Spennymoor on 4th May 1914. On 2nd
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March 1914 a service between Benton Station and Burradon Colliery via Forest Hall
opened, which became the last service to be opened before the First World War.
Summer tours still remained the mainstay of the Company's operations, although it
meant that many vehicles were idle during the winter months and road staff had to be
found employment elsewhere in the NER.

With the advent of the World War I in 1914 the Company suffered the loss of many of
its vehicles, which were commandeered for war purposes and many of its staff were
drafted into the armed forces. The first services to be curtailed were the recently
opened Benton Station to Burradon Colliery, and the Thirsk Station to Thirsk Town
routes, both ceasing on the 3rd October 1914. Further service cuts followed, with
unused bus chassis being converted to lorries for use on the NER's goods services. The
bus bodies were stored for the duration of the War and many were later fitted to post
war chassis.

From 1919 new buses began to be delivered and stored bodies were fitted to 12
Leyland chassis. This enabled some of the older buses to be withdrawn including some
of the original  Durkopp vehicles which had given around 15 years service.

New services began to be introduced - on 8th March 1920 a new route from Durham
serving Hamilton Row and Cornsay Colliery began and on 11th October another service
from Durham via Sacriston, Witton Gilbert to Langley Park was inaugurated, followed
on 1st June 1921 by a service to Annfield Plain and Southmoor Colliery, again from
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Durham.

Further vehicles were thought to be necessary and the Company purchased 36 AEC
lorries, which had been on loan from the Government and two of these were bodied
as buses.

In 1922 competition from the Northern General Transport Company (and powers
granted to South Shields Corporation to operate trams and buses particularly over the
Harton route) saw the closure of the South Shields and Harton services, leaving only
the Beverley service not centred on Durham. On the 22nd May 1922 the final bus
service was introduced between Durham and Shotley Bridge via Blackhill.

In 1923 the North Eastern Railway became part of the London & North Eastern Railway
and the NER's bus services were transferred to the new Company - one at Beverley
and 6 radiating from Durham into the surrounding area, thus bringing to an end the
NER as a separate operating unit.
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Bus Fleet List
1903-1923

This listing is in the format - Fleet No; Reg. No; Chassis; Chassis No; Body; Seating.

[Note: Fleet numbers were generally applied to the rear panels only and are not usually visible in photographs]

1903

1-3; BT12-14; Stirling 24hp; ? ; Stirling; B14R

One of these vehicles (either No. 1 or No. 3) became a flat lorry of the Mechanical
Engineers Department c. 1906. The other remained a bus until withdrawn in 1914.
Withdrawn c.1906 (1 or 3), 1914 ([1 or 3], 2).
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1904

4; F884; Clarkson 16hp; ? ; Munnion; B16R
5; BT38; Clarkson 16hp; ? ; Munnion; B16R
6; BT44; Durkopp 25hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*

No. 4 re-registered BT207 in September 1905. Destroyed by fire at Thirsk September
1906.
No. 6 had an open compartment behind the driver with two bench seats facing each
other (intended for smokers) seating 8 and a closed compartment behind with
seating for 12 on transverse bench seats with entrance at the rear; 2 passengers
could be seated beside the driver. It became the standard NER design.
* Body was interchangeable and the chassis may have carried either charabanc or
bus body at various times.
Withdrawn 1906 (4, 5), c.1919 (6).
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No. 4 (F884) was the first of the Clarkson steam buses purchased in 1904. Bodied by Munnion and later
re-registered BT207, it was destroyed by fire at Thirsk in September 1906 and scrapped. (LTHL collection).
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No. 6 (BT44) was the first NER body constructed. It had an open compartment for smokers seating 8 with
side curtains to protect against dust and a closed compartment for 12. 2 additional passengers could ride
alongside the driver. It became the NER standard design of bus body until 1914. (LTHL collection).
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1905

7-8; BT168-69; Durkopp 25hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*
9; BT175; Durkopp 25hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*
10; BT202; Durkopp 25hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*
11; BT205; Durkopp 25hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*

* Bodies were interchangeable and these chassis may have carried either a
charabanc or bus body at various times.
Withdrawn c.1919 (7-11).

1906

12-14; BT211-13; Saurer 30hp; 1472/73/?; NER; B22R/Ch34*
15; BT220; Saurer 30hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*
16; BT252; Saurer 30hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*
17; BT251; Saurer 30hp; ? ; NER; B22R/Ch34*

* Bodies were interchangeable and these chassis may have carried either a
charabanc or bus body at various times.
Withdrawn c.1919 (12-17).
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Above: 1905 Durkopp chassis with NER 34-seat
charabanc body No. 10 (BT202); this vehicle was
also photographed with NER B22R body whilst
inset: No. 9 (BT175) with standard design NER
22-seat body; this vehicle was also photographed
with 34-seat charabanc body. Bodies were
frequently exchanged as and when required during
the lifetime of the vehicle. (LTHL collection).
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1907

18-24; BT254-60; Durkopp 32hp; ?/709/?/?/731/732/?; NER; B22R/Ch34*
25-27; BT351-53; Durkopp 32hp; ?/746/?; NER; B22R/Ch34*
28-37; BT354-63; Fiat 40hp; 4042/?/?/?/?/49/52/54/61/63/?; NER; Ch34

* Bodies were interchangeable and these chassis may have carried either a
charabanc or bus body as necessary. No. 19 (and 1 other) carried an NER O18/16RO
(+1) body whilst at South Shields.
Withdrawn 1907 (18), c.1919 (19-37).

[Note: Fleet Nos. 38-58 were NER cartage vehicles]

1908

18; BT368; Durkopp 32hp; ? ; NER; O18/16RO(+1)
59-64; BT369-74; Fiat 40hp; 4066/?/64/69/67/70; NER; Ch34
65-66; BT375-76; Hallford 32hp; 29/30; NER; Ch34

No. 18 replaced No. 18 of 1907 which became a lorry; it was fitted with an NER
O18/16RO (+1) body whilst at South Shields; may have carried either a charabanc
or single-deck bus body at other times.
Withdrawn c.1919 (18, 59-66).
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Only 3 double-deck bodies were built by the NER. All were allocated to Durkopp chassis at South Shields.
This is No. 19 (BT255) outside South Shields Station, one of the few buses to carry its fleet number on the
side. (LTHL collection).
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1910

73-74; BT378-79; Fiat 35hp; 4090/68; NER; Ch29

Withdrawn c.1919 (73-74).

1912

75-78; BT386-89; Leyland 40hp; ? ; NER; Ch29

Bodies of Nos. 75-78 stored.
Chassis commandeered by War Department 1914 (75-78).

1913

79-80; BT391-92; Leyland 30hp; ? ; NER; Ch23

Bodies of Nos. 79-80 stored.
Chassis commandeered by War Department 1914 (79-80).
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1914

81-82; BT393-94; Maudslay 40hp; ? ; NER; B32F
83-84; BT395-96; Leyland 40hp; ? ; NER; B32F
87-89; BT1507-09; Leyland 30hp; ? ; Leyland; B24F
90-91; BT399-400; Maudslay 40hp; ? ; NER; B32F
92-97; BT1501-06; Maudslay 40hp; ? ; NER B32F

The bodies of Nos. 81-82, 83-84, 90-91 and 92-97 were stored and used in 1919/20.
Nos. 87-89 to LNER 1923.
Chassis commandeered by War Department in 1914 (81-82, 83-84, 90-91, 92-97).

1919

90; BT2331; Leyland 36/40hp; 10263; NER; B32F
91-92; BT2335-36; Leyland 36/40hp; 10359/37; NER; B32F
93; BT2332; Leyland 36/40hp; 10234; NER; B32F
95-96; BT2333-34; Leyland 36/40hp; 10299/336; NER; B32F

Nos. 90-93, 95-96 received stored bodies from 1914; to LNER 1923.
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No. 90 (BT2331) was a postwar Leyland 36/40hp chassis that was fitted with prewar NER 32-seat bodywork.
(LTHL collection).
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1920

81-82; BT2341-42; Leyland 36/40hp; 10402/06; NER; B32F
83; BT2340; Leyland 36/40hp; 10401; NER; B32F
84; BT2339; Leyland 36/40hp; 10373; NER; B32F
94; BT2338; Leyland 36/40hp; 10374; NER; B32F
97; BT2337; Leyland 36/40hp; 10360; NER; B32F

Nos. 81-82, 83-84, 94, 97 received stored bodies from 1914; to LNER 1923.

1922

111; DN4663; Leyland 36hp; 12245; NER B32R
207; LU9335; AEC 45hp; 11714; NER; B29R
230; LX9729; AEC 45hp; 9750; NER; B29R

Nos. 207, 230 were ex-War Department lorries, first registered in 1919.
Nos. 111, 207, 230 to LNER 1923.
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